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Abstract: This paper evaluates the performance of a burst transmission mechanism using microsleep
operation to support high energy efficiency in IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs).
This mechanism is an implementation of the IEEE 802.11ac Transmission Opportunity Power Save
Mode (TXOP PSM). A device using the TXOP PSM-based mechanism can switch to a low-power sleep
state for the time that another device transmits a burst of data frames to a third one. This operation
is called microsleep and its feasibility strongly depends on the time and energy consumption that
a device incurs in the transitions from and to the sleep state. This paper accounts for the impact
of these transitions in the derivation of an analytical model to calculate the energy efficiency
of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism under network saturation. Results obtained show that the
impact of the transition requirements on the feasibility of microsleep operation can be significant
depending on the selected system parameters, although it can be reduced by using burst transmissions.
When microsleep operation is feasible, the TXOP PSM-based mechanism can improve the energy
efficiency of other legacy mechanisms by up to 424% under high traffic loads.

Keywords: Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN); IEEE 802.11; Wi-Fi; IEEE 802.11ac Transmission
Opportunity Power Save Mode (TXOP PSM); burst transmission; microsleep operation; energy
efficiency; green communications; performance analysis

1. Introduction

Currently, the IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technology, popularly known
as Wi-Fi, is one of the primary means for users to connect to the Internet [1]. This has led
to the proliferation of smart devices equipped with a Wi-Fi interface, such as smart appliances, wearing
devices, and motor vehicles. These Internet of Things (IoT) devices can interact with each other
and with other traditional devices, such as laptops, smartphones, and tablets, supporting various
data-intensive Internet services (e.g., localization and navigation, online video, video file sharing,
and video-conferencing) [2].
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The huge amount of WLAN traffic generated can cause devices to quickly drain their batteries
due to the use of Wi-Fi. In continuous operation, an active Wi-Fi interface can consume more than 70%
of the total energy in a smartphone when the screen is off, and can still consume 50% when the power
save mode is enabled [3–5].

The reduction of such high energy consumption has been enabled by the definition of two Wi-Fi
certified power save mechanisms that are based on the 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) and the 802.11e
Automatic Power Save Delivery (APSD) [6]. In PSM and APSD, an 802.11 station (STA) can enter
a low-power sleep state when no transmission and reception of data are expected on a shared wireless
channel. However, when there is a large amount of data to either transmit or receive, an STA remains
awake for a long period of time, since it needs to wait for its turn to transmit or receive data while
other STAs occupy the channel. As a result, an STA wastes energy when it receives data sent to other
STAs during waiting periods (i.e., overhearing).

Such waiting periods of high energy waste in which data are sent to other STAs can be exploited to
allow an STA to enter the sleep state, hence avoiding overhearing. This operation is called microsleep as
it enables sleep periods in the order of tens, hundreds, or even thousands of microseconds. Microsleep
was introduced in the 802.11n amendment by the Power Save Multi-Poll (PSMP) mechanism [6].
In addition, an extension of the PSMP microsleep was defined in the 802.11ac Transmission Opportunity
Power Save Mode (TXOP PSM) [6]. An overview of these and other power save mechanisms including
microsleep [7–12] is presented in Section 2.

Microsleep has the potential to significantly increase the energy efficiency while maintaining the
desired performance. It is particularly suited under high traffic loads and in dense WLANs with a large
number of STAs connected to a single Access Point (AP) or to multiple overlapping APs. Such dense
WLAN scenarios occur in Smart Homes, High Efficiency WLANs (HEWs), and the IoT [13]. In addition,
microsleep operation can be combined with power save mechanisms designed for low traffic loads [14],
such as PSM and APSD, to provide the highest STA energy efficiency across all possible traffic loads.

Unfortunately, when existing mechanisms are employed, an STA is not able to frequently take
advantage of microsleep due to the time delays and energy demands for the transitions to go to sleep
and wake up. The duration and power consumption of these transitions depend on the hardware
design and can be different for different STAs. For example, the transition time can be of some
hundreds or few thousands of microseconds and there can be a peak of power consumption in a sleep
to awake transition [15–19]. Moreover, microsleep is feasible only if a data transmission has longer
duration than the awake and sleep transitions. In addition, the data transmission duration varies with
the transmission data length and the Physical (PHY) data transmission rate employed. As the 802.11
technology continues to evolve towards higher PHY data transmission rates, data transmission times
are reduced, thus making microsleep even more challenging.

In order to determine how the aforementioned system parameters can influence the feasibility
of microsleep, this paper evaluates the performance of a TXOP PSM-based mechanism using burst
transmissions. More specifically, this mechanism allows an STA to send one or various data frames
to another STA in a single channel access attempt, while a third one can microsleep during the data
exchange. An analytical model to calculate the throughput and energy efficiency of the TXOP
PSM-based mechanism under network saturation is presented in this paper. By means of the proposed
model and computer-based simulations, the performance of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is
evaluated and compared to those of other power save mechanisms. Results show that the performance
of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism strongly depends on the system parameters, since depending
on the selected system parameters microsleep may not be feasible. When microsleep operation is
feasible, the TXOP PSM-based mechanism can improve the energy efficiency of PSM by up to 424%
under high traffic loads.

This paper represents an extension of our previous work published in [20], in which a preliminary
analysis of the energy efficiency of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism was provided. The differences
between this paper and [20] are detailed in Section 2. The remainder of this paper is structured
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as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related work and a summary of the contributions of the
paper. A brief overview of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is then presented in Section 3. Section 4
includes the derivation of the proposed analytical model for the throughput and energy efficiency of the
TXOP PSM-based mechanism under network saturation. In Section 5, a comprehensive performance
evaluation of the TXOP PSM-mechanism is provided. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions and outlines
future work.

2. Related Work and Contributions

An overview of prior work concerning this paper is presented in this section. More specifically,
the focus is on 802.11 power management, 802.11-based microsleep mechanisms, and analytical models
for 802.11 mechanisms.

2.1. 802.11 Power Management

Two modes of power management, as well as various power save mechanisms that can be
employed in each mode, are defined by the 802.11 Standard. An active mode allows an STA to receive
frames at any time, i.e., the STA typically remains in a full-power awake state. In addition, a Power
Save (PS) mode enables an STA to enter a low-power doze (or sleep) state for selected periods of time,
thus the STA cannot always receive frames.

When operating in the PS mode, an STA can enable either the PSM, APSD, or PSMP mechanism,
being PSMP the most advanced power save mechanism. This mechanism is an extension of PSM
and APSD aimed at reducing the energy consumption of an STA spent in overhearing during awake
periods. When PSMP is employed, an STA with buffered data at an AP, as indicated in a received
beacon frame from the AP, remains awake waiting to receive a PSMP frame from the AP. The PSMP
frame signals the beginning of a PSMP sequence and includes a schedule of transmission and reception
times for various STAs within the PSMP sequence. When an STA is identified in a received PSMP
frame, it can transmit and receive at scheduled times and sleep at the other times during a PSMP
sequence (i.e., microsleep).

TXOP PSM adapts the microsleep operation of PSMP to be employed by an STA operating in
the active mode, hence saving a significant amount of energy for an STA during overhearing periods.
When TXOP PSM is employed, an STA can go to sleep at the beginning of data transmissions to other
STAs and wake up at the end of the data transmissions. The decision to sleep is made after an STA
identifies in a received frame from an AP that it is not the intended destination. The AP specifies
the duration of data transmissions in transmitted frames, thus allowing the STA to determine the time
to sleep.

In contrast to PSMP, TXOP PSM neither causes an AP to store data frames for an STA in the sleep
state nor requires an STA to process the information included in beacon and PSMP frames. This avoids
delays of frame transmissions from the AP to an STA, loss of frames at the AP, and the need of the
large number of PSMP frames. In addition, TXOP PSM causes no increase in the size of beacon and
PSMP frames as a function of the number of STAs, as does PSMP.

2.2. 802.11-Based Microsleep Mechanisms

Various papers [7–12] proposed mechanisms based on the microsleep operation of TXOP PSM
to tackle the problem of energy consumption due to overhearing in WLANs. The mechanisms
introduced in [7,8] allow an STA to switch to a low-power idle state during the transmission of a data
frame sent to another STA. In addition, the mechanism in [8] allows an STA to enter the low-power
idle state during the execution of the 802.11 backoff procedure employed to get access to the channel.
The mechanisms proposed in [9,11] specify that an STA can go into the sleep state for the payload
duration of a data frame sent to another STA. Using the mechanism defined in [10], an STA can sleep
during an exchange of data frames between other STAs. Finally, the mechanism presented in [12]
allows an STA to sleep during a burst transmission including various data frames sent to another STA.
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The feasibility of the mechanisms in [7,8] is possible due to the very short transition time
required between the low-power idle state and the transmission or the reception state (a few tens of
microseconds). This transition time can be considered negligible as compared to the transmission
duration of a data frame, and therefore the STAs can take advantage of microsleep. Unfortunately,
the great majority of 802.11 interfaces in the market do not support such low-power state dependent
on very quick transition times.

On the contrary, the low-power sleep state employed in the mechanisms in [9–12] is commonly
available in most commercial 802.11 interfaces. The transitions between the awake state (either the
transmission, reception, or idle state) and the sleep state can take some hundreds or few thousands of
microseconds, as shown by measurements in [15–19]. However, few tens of microseconds for these
transitions are assumed in [9,11] with no experimental validation. Likewise, no information about the
transition time is given in [12]. Only in [10], the time and power consumption of the transitions are
based on the aforementioned measurements. Using the measured transition times, the mechanisms
introduced in [9,11,12] do not allow an STA to frequently exploit microsleep opportunities; at most
an STA can enable microsleep operation for a short period of time.

2.3. Analytical Models for 802.11 Mechanisms

The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is the fundamental channel access mechanism
defined by the 802.11 Standard. Extensive work has been undertaken to evaluate the performance
of this mechanism. More specifically, a two dimensional Markov chain model to compute the
throughput of DCF under network saturation was proposed in [21], being the most widely-used
analytical model to evaluate the performance of DCF. Refinements of this basic model were then
introduced in various papers to account for details of specific operation of DCF, such as finite
retransmission attempts [22,23], backoff freezing [24], and other operation details. In addition,
some papers analyze the throughput and delay of other DCF extensions, such as DCF with frame
bursting [25] and the 802.11e Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) with its Transmission
Opportunity (TXOP) mechanism [26,27].

While the aforementioned papers mainly concentrate on the throughput and delay performance,
other papers, such as [28,29], analyze the energy consumption of DCF. These papers show that DCF
causes high energy consumption in an STA during idle and overhearing periods. In [30], the focus is
on PSM as an extension of DCF to save energy, as defined by the 802.11 Standard. More specifically,
such paper provides an analytical model to compute the throughput, delay, and power consumption
of PSM. In addition, an energy efficiency analysis of a TXOP PSM-based mechanism using burst
transmissions is presented in [20]. Results obtained from such analysis show that only when microsleep
operation is feasible can the TXOP PSM-based mechanism achieve higher energy efficiency as compared
to DCF and PSM under high traffic loads. Such results also show that the feasibility of microsleep
operation strongly depends on the system parameters used, such as the transmission data length,
the PHY data transmission rate, and the transition time between awake and sleep states.

2.4. Contributions of the Paper

The core contribution of this paper is the analytical evaluation of the throughput and energy
efficiency of a burst transmission mechanism using microsleep operation under network saturation
conditions. In line with [12,20], this mechanism represents a possible implementation of IEEE 802.11ac
TXOP PSM on the top of 802.11 DCF using burst transmissions [25] (similar to 802.11e EDCA TXOP).
Basically, when the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is employed, an STA can send a burst of data
frames to another STA, while a third one can microsleep during the data exchange. A more detailed
description of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is provided in the following section.

The analytical model proposed in this paper builds on the Markov chain model introduced
in [21] and extended in [24] to compute the DCF throughput under saturation conditions. Contrary
to the papers [12,28–30], this paper considers the requirements of the awake and sleep transitions
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in the derivation of the proposed model, since these transitions can compromise the feasibility
of microsleep operation. As compared to the analysis proposed in [20], the analysis introduced
in this paper concentrates on both the throughput and energy efficiency of the TXOP PSM-based
mechanism under saturation conditions. In addition, a comprehensive derivation of the energy
efficiency depending on the feasibility of microsleep operation is provided in the proposed analysis.
Moreover, a comprehensive performance evaluation of the proposed TXOP PSM-based mechanism as
a function of various system parameters is illustrated and discussed in this paper, not considered in [20].

The proposed analysis allows the determination of the critical system parameters that influence
the performance of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism and other microsleep mechanisms such
as those in [7–12]. Computer-based simulations are used to validate the proposed analysis. Results
presented in this paper contribute to the development of advanced microsleep mechanisms for the
next-generation WLANs.

3. TXOP PSM-Based Mechanism Using Burst Transmissions

This section describes the operation of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism in an infrastructure Basic
Service Set (BSS) consisting of a finite and fixed number n of STAs associated to an AP. The STAs of the
BSS and the AP exchange data with each other using a shared wireless channel. In addition, all the
STAs can listen to all the transmissions between the STAs and the AP.

In order to transmit data, the AP and the STAs access the channel following contention-based
rules according to the 802.11 DCF specification. More specifically, they wait for the channel to be
idle during a DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) period, or an Extended Interframe Space (EIFS) period
after the end of a collision. The time that follows either a DIFS or an EIFS period is divided into
slots. The AP and the STAs are allowed to initiate transmission only at the beginning of each slot
time. Before transmitting, they also wait for a backoff time after a period in which the channel is busy,
a consecutive transmission, or a failed transmission. The length of this period is initially obtained as
a random number of slot times from a Contention Window (CW) of size ranging from a minimum size
(CWmin) to a maximum size (CWmax), called backoff counter. When the channel is sensed idle during
a slot time, the AP and the STAs decrement their backoff counters by one, and transmit when their
backoff counters are equal to zero. Therefore, their actual backoff times can differ depending on the
channel occupancy.

As soon as the AP or an STA gets access to the channel, it takes the role of the source STA in the
current transmission cycle. The STA addressed by the source STA becomes the destination STA and all
other STAs behave as listening STAs, neither transmitting nor receiving frames. The source STA can
send a burst of α data frames to the destination STA, including the expected transmission duration
in the MAC header of the transmitted data frames. Following the successful reception of each data
frame, the destination STA responds with a positive Acknowledgment (ACK) frame after a Short
Interframe Space (SIFS) period. In addition, the source STA can send a Request to Send (RTS) frame to
the destination STA and wait for a Clear to Send (CTS) frame response after a SIFS period, prior to the
actual transmission of data. Note that the transmission duration can also be attached to the RTS and
CTS frames.

When the listening STAs receive a frame addressed to the destination STA, they initiate the
virtual carrier sense procedure defined by the DCF specification. More specifically, each listening STA
maintains a Network Allocation Vector (NAV) specifying the channel occupancy time. This information
is taken from the duration field contained in the MAC header of overheard RTS, CTS, data, and ACK
frames. The listening STAs do not attempt to transmit for the time indicated by their NAVs and enable
a microsleep operation until the NAV expiration. They can sleep as long as their NAVs are longer than
the time they take in the transitions to go to sleep and wake up. If this condition is fulfilled, the time
they can actually sleep is calculated as the time difference between their NAVs and their transition
times between awake and sleep states.
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Allowing the source STA to send multiple data frames (α > 1) to the destination STA can
facilitate microsleep operation due to longer transmission times, as compared to when only one frame
transmission (α = 1) is performed. So as to increase the chances for multiple frame transmissions,
the AP and the STAs can aggregate data frames during a certain time before transmission; this period
of time is called holding time. If, prior to expiration of the holding time, they already have α data
frames with the same destination address, they can immediately attempt to transmit these frames.

An operation example of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is shown in Figure 1. STA1 and the
AP contend for access to the channel to send various data frames to each other. After a DIFS period
and a random backoff time, first STA1 and then the AP get access to the channel. Either STA1 or
the AP, i.e., the source STA, initiates an RTS/CTS handshake with the AP or STA1 respectively, i.e.,
the destination STA, and then performs a burst transmission of various data frames. Meanwhile,
other STAs, i.e., the listening STAs, set their NAVs to the duration of the burst transmission taken from
the duration field of the RTS frame and go to sleep. They wake up when their NAVs expire at the end
of the burst transmission.
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Figure 1. Operation example of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism when the RTS/CTS handshake
is enabled. First STA1 and then the AP send a burst of data frames to each other, while other STAs
sleep based on the duration carried in the RTS frame. The energy profiles of STA1, the AP, and other
STAs during transmission, reception (or overhearing), idle, and sleep periods are shown in the figure.
The notations of time and power consumption included in the figure are used in the analytical model
presented in Section 4.

It is worth noting that the operation of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism can also support frame
aggregation and block ACK in a similar way to how the TXOP PSM-based mechanism operates using
burst transmissions.

4. Analytical Model

This section introduces an analytical model to calculate the throughput and energy efficiency
of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism under network saturation. This analysis builds on the Markov
chain model presented in [21] and its extension [24] to evaluate the throughput of 802.11 DCF under
network saturation.

4.1. Assumptions and Notations

The network operation considered in the proposed analysis is a fully-connected single-hop
network consisting of an AP and n STAs, as described in the previous section. This network setting
implies that no hidden terminal exists. In addition, it is assumed that the AP and the STAs operate
in saturation conditions, i.e., they always have data frames to be sent. The AP and the STAs employ
the TXOP PSM-based mechanism with the RTS/CTS handshake enabled to contend for access to the
channel, and α data frames can be sent in each successful channel access attempt. Data frames of the
same size are assumed. The channel is assumed to be error free and no capture effect is considered.
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The Markov chain analysis presented in [21] is the basis of the analytical model proposed in this
paper. The reader is assumed to be familiar with such analysis; a brief description of the derivation
in [21] is provided next. In the analysis, ideal channel conditions as well as a finite and fixed number n
of contending STAs in saturation conditions are assumed. The analytical model proposed therein is
enabled by the fact that each single STA sees the events occurring on the channel according to a discrete,
though not uniform, slotted time scale. In such model, the slot time can refer to either a constant value
σ when the channel is sensed idle or a variable time interval when the channel is sensed busy. The key
approximation in the model is that the probability p of collision of a transmitted frame is constant
and independent of how many times the frame has been retransmitted. Based on the conditional
collision probability p, the probability τ of an STA transmitting in a randomly chosen slot time is
determined. Then, by studying the events that can occur within a generic slot time, the throughput of
DCF under network saturation, hereafter referred to as saturation throughput, is obtained as a function
of τ. In [24], the throughput expression in [21] is then refined to properly account for the backoff
freezing operation in the DCF specification.

4.2. Throughput

The saturation throughput S is defined in [21] as the ratio of the average amount of payload bits
successfully transmitted in a slot time to the average length of a slot time. S can be expressed as [21,24]:

S =
PtrPsE[P]′

(1−Ptr) σ + PtrPsT′s + Ptr (1− Ps) T′c
. (1)

With probability Ptr = 1− (1−τ)n+1 there is at least one transmission in a slot time, given n STAs
and the AP contending on the channel. Similarly, with probability Ps = (n + 1) τ (1−τ)n /Ptr an attempt
to transmit a frame is successful. In addition, E[P]′ = E[P]/1−B0 is the average amount of payload
bits transmitted in a successful transmission, where B0 = 1/W is the probability that a successfully
transmitting STA can get access to the channel in the first slot time immediately after a DIFS period
and W = CWmin + 1. The probability that a slot time is empty is given by 1−Ptr, and σ is the duration
of an empty slot time. PtrPs, is the probability that a successful transmission occurs in a slot time,
being T′s = (Ts/1−B0) + σ the average duration of a successful transmission. With probability Ptr(1−Ps),
a collision occurs in a slot time, and T′c = Tc + σ is the average duration of a collision.

It is worth noting that the throughput Expression (1) is obtained without specifying the access
mechanism employed. In order to compute the throughput for a given DCF access mechanism it is
necessary to determine the values of Ts and Tc.

Ts represents the duration of a successful transmission. For the TXOP PSM-based mechanism,
this duration includes a DIFS period, an RTS transmission, a CTS transmission, α data transmissions,
α ACK transmissions, 1 + 2α SIFS periods, and 2(1 + α) propagation delays, as shown in Figure 1.
Therefore, Ts is given by

Ts = TRTS + TCTS + α (TDATA + TACK) + TDIFS + (1 + 2α) TSIFS + 2 (1 + α) δ, (2)

where TDIFS and TSIFS are the duration of the DIFS and SIFS periods, respectively, and δ is the
propagation delay. TRTS, TCTS, TDATA, and TACK are the times required to transmit the RTS, CTS, data,
and ACK frames, respectively. In addition, α is the number of data frames that the source STA is
allowed to transmit to the destination STA in a successful channel access attempt.

Tc represents the duration of a collision. Either if DCF or the TXOP PSM-based mechanism is
employed, this duration comprises the RTS transmission plus the propagation delay and an EIFS
period, thus Tc = TRTS + δ + TEIFS.

In order to account for burst transmissions, β is defined as the number of data frames transmitted
in a successful channel access attempt. Hence, the numerator in (1) is rewritten as βPtrPsE[P]′.
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Since each successful channel access attempt using the TXOP PSM-based mechanism includes
the transmission of α data frames, β = α.

4.3. Energy Efficiency

The energy efficiency under network saturation η, hereafter referred to as saturation energy
efficiency, is defined herein as the ratio of the average number of payload bits successfully transmitted
in a slot time to the average amount of energy consumed in a slot time. The saturation energy efficiency
is derived following a similar rationale to that used in the derivation of the saturation throughput
in [21,24]. Using (1) and the derivation above to compute S, η can be expressed as

η =
βPtrPsE[P]′

(1−Ptr) Eσ + PtrPsE′s + Ptr (1−Ps) E′c
, (3)

where Eσ is the energy consumed during an empty slot time. In addition, E′s and E′c are the average
energy consumed during a successful transmission and a collision, respectively.

Since n STAs and the AP consume energy for being idle during an empty slot time σ, Eσ is
given by

Eσ = σ (n + 1) ρi, (4)

where ρi is the power consumption corresponding to the idle state.
Using T′s , E′s can be derived as

E
′
s =

Es

1−B0
+ σ (n + 1) ρi, (5)

where Es is given by the sum of various energy consumption components, being Et, Er, Ei, Esw, and Esl
the energy consumed in the transmission, reception, idle, switch, and sleep states, respectively.

The expression of Es depends on whether the listening STAs are able to sleep during a successful
transmission or not. To determine this, the microsleep period during a successful transmission Tsl is
computed as the time difference between the total transmission duration available for sleeping and
the transition time between awake and sleep states. More specifically, when the TXOP PSM-based
mechanism is employed this duration comprises all that occurs following the RTS transmission plus
the propagation delay. As shown in Figure 1, this duration includes the CTS transmission, α data
transmissions, α ACK transmissions, 1 + 2α SIFS periods, and 1 + 2α propagation delays. Being Ti→sl
and Tsl→i the time required to switch from idle (i.e., awake) to sleep and from sleep to idle, respectively,
Tsl is obtained as

Tsl = TCTS + α (2TDATA + TACK) + (1 + 2α) (TSIFS + δ)− (Ti→sl + Tsl→i) . (6)

If Tsl is longer than zero (Tsl > 0), the listening STAs are able to sleep during a successful
transmission. For the TXOP PSM-based mechanism, this scenario is illustrated in Figure 1.

Let ETsl>0
s be the energy consumed by all the STAs and the AP in a successful transmission when

Tsl > 0. The various energy consumption components of ETsl>0
s are obtained as follows.

In order to derive the transmission energy consumption ETsl>0
t it is assumed that the source STA

consumes energy to perform the RTS and α data transmissions to the destination STA. In addition,
the destination STA consumes energy to perform the CTS and α ACK transmissions to the source STA.
Being ρt the power consumption corresponding to the transmission state, ETsl>0

t is expressed as

ETsl>0
t = (TRTS + TCTS + α (TDATA + TACK)) ρt. (7)

To compute the reception energy consumption ETsl>0
r , it is considered that the source

STA consumes energy to receive the CTS and α ACK transmissions from the destination STA.
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Then, the destination STA consumes energy to receive the RTS and α data transmissions from the
source STA. In addition, the rest of STAs (i.e., n−1) consume energy to overhear the RTS and CTS
transmissions only, as they can sleep for the remainder of the data transmission. Let s be the number
of active STAs, being s = 1 (apart from the AP). Being ρr the power consumed in the reception state,
ETsl>0

r is given by
ETsl>0

r = ((TRTS + TCTS) n + α (2TDATA + TACK) s) ρr. (8)

To calculate the idle energy consumption ETsl>0
i , it is assumed that n STAs and the AP consume

energy to listen to the channel during a DIFS period. Both the source and destination STAs also consume
energy to listen to the channel for the duration of 1 + 2α SIFS periods and 1 + 2α propagation delays.
In addition, the n−s listening STAs consume energy to listen to the channel during the propagation
delay following the RTS transmission. Thus, ETsl>0

i is derived as

ETsl>0
i = ((TDIFS + TSIFS + 2δ) (n + 1) + ((1 + 2α) TSIFS + 3αδ) (s + 1)) ρi. (9)

In order to determine the switch energy consumption ETsl>0
sw , it is considered that the n−s listening

STAs consume energy during the transitions from idle to sleep Ti→sl and from sleep to idle Tsl→i.
Being ρsl→i and ρi→sl the power consumption for switching from sleep to idle and from idle to sleep,
respectively, ETsl>0

sw is computed as

ETsl>0
sw = (Ti→slρi→sl + Tsl→iρsl→i) (n−s) . (10)

To derive the sleep energy consumption ETsl>0
sl , it is assumed that the n−s listening STAs consume

energy to sleep during the microsleep period Tsl . Hence, ETsl>0
sl is calculated as

ETsl>0
sl = Tsl (n−s) ρsl , (11)

where ρsl is the power consumed in the sleep state.
Based on the above, ETsl>0

s can be obtained as

ETsl>0
s = ETsl>0

t + ETsl>0
r + ETsl>0

i + ETsl>0
sw + ETsl>0

sl . (12)

Otherwise, if Tsl is equal to or shorter than zero (Tsl ≤ 0), the listening STAs cannot sleep and
remain awake consuming energy for listening to the whole data exchange. Let ETsl≤0

s be the energy
consumed by all the STAs and the AP in a successful transmission when Tsl ≤ 0. The various energy
consumption components of ETsl≤0

s for the TXOP PSM-based mechanism are computed as follows.
The transmission energy consumption ETsl≤0

t is given by (7), since both the source and destination
STAs consume energy to transmit their respective frames.

To compute the reception energy consumption ETsl≤0
r , it is considered that the source STA

consumes energy to receive the CTS and α ACK transmissions from the destination STA. In addition,
the destination STA consumes energy to receive the RTS and α data transmissions from the source STA.
The n−1 listening STAs consume energy to overhear the RTS, CTS, α data, and α ACK transmissions.
This yields

ETsl≤0
r = (TRTS + TCTS + α (TDATA + TACK)) nρr. (13)

To calculate the idle energy consumption ETsl≤0
i , it is assumed that n STAs and the AP consume

energy for being idle during a DIFS period, 1 + 2α SIFS periods, and 2 (1 + α) propagation delays
interleaving the transmissions. Thus, ETsl≤0

i is expressed as

ETsl≤0
i = (TDIFS + (1 + 2α) TSIFS + 2 (1 + α) δ) (n + 1) ρi. (14)
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The listening STAs consume no energy for switching between idle and sleep states and for
sleeping, since they remain awake during the whole data transfer.

Therefore, ETsl≤0
s can be obtained as

ETsl≤0
s = ETsl≤0

t + ETsl≤0
r + ETsl≤0

i . (15)

Using T′c, E′c can be written as
E′c = Ec + σ (n + 1) ρi, (16)

where n STAs and the AP consume energy for listening to the channel during an empty slot time σ

following the end of a collision.
Ec accounts for the energy consumed during a collision. Being E[k] the average number

of transmitting STAs involved in a collision, E[k] STAs consume energy to send the RTS frames
colliding. Meanwhile, the rest of listening STAs (i.e., n + 1−E[k]) consume energy to listen to the
collision of the RTS frames. In addition, n STAs and the AP consume energy for listening to the channel
during the propagation delay following the RTS transmissions and during an EIFS period after the
end of the collision. Hence, Ec is given by

Ec = TRTS (E[k]ρt + (n + 1−E[k]) ρr) + (TEIFS + δ) (n + 1) ρi. (17)

The value of E[k] is obtained by analyzing all the possible cases that two or more STAs up to n + 1
STAs (including the AP) transmit in a randomly chosen slot time. Let i be the number of STAs involved
in a collision and i ∈ (2, n + 1). The probability of i STAs causing a collision is the probability that
exactly i STAs access the channel in the same slot time, given that a collision occurs. For each value of
i, there is a number of combinations that i STAs out of n + 1 STAs take part in a collision. Therefore,
E[k] is derived as

E[k] =
∑n+1

i=2 (n+1
i )τi (1− τ)n+1−i

Ptr (1−Ps)
. (18)

5. Performance Evaluation

The performance of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism, hereafter referred to as TXOP PSM for
simplicity, is evaluated in this section. Results were obtained from the analytical model proposed
in the previous section and computer-based simulations conducted in an event-driven simulation
program written in the Python programming language. Evaluation of various system parameters such
as the traffic load, data frame length, PHY data transmission rate, number of STAs, and amount of α

data frames sent in a burst transmission is considered. In addition, performance comparison between
TXOP PSM and different reference mechanisms is presented.

5.1. Reference Mechanisms and Simulation Description

This paper considers two main reference mechanisms, namely IEEE 802.11 DCF and PSM,
to compare their performance with that of TXOP PSM. Such mechanisms, as well as TXOP PSM,
are assumed to enable the RTS/CTS handshake and can operate either with or without burst
transmissions, i.e., α > 1 or α = 1. DCF and PSM with α = 1 are considered according to the
IEEE 802.11 legacy specification in [6]. DCF with α > 1 (similar to 802.11e EDCA TXOP) operates
following the definition in [25], which is also used in TXOP PSM. PSM with α > 1 (similar to 802.11e
APSD) is based on the operation of DCF with α > 1 in [25], and is described in more detail below.
Finally, TXOP PSM with α = 1 accounts for the operation of the mechanisms in [7–9,11], whereas TXOP
PSM with α > 1 operates as the mechanism in [12].

A Python simulation program that implements all the operation rules of the aforementioned
mechanisms using the network operation and assumptions described in the previous sections was
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developed. The main motivations for using a custom simulator rather than other available network
simulators (e.g., OPNET and ns-3) are the faster execution of the simulations and the fact that advanced
sleep mode operations are not yet implemented in other existing simulators. The simulator used in this
paper supports all required functionalities to validate the proposed model and to assess how selected
system parameters influence the performance of the evaluated mechanisms.

More specifically, the simulated network operation considers an AP and n STAs generating data
frames of the same size by following a Poisson process. All the STAs generate data frames addressed
to the AP at an equal rate λ1, whereas the rate at which the AP generates data frames is λ2 = nλ1.
The destination of each data frame sent by the AP is chosen at random among all the STAs with equal
probability 1/n. This setting provides balanced bidirectional data flows between the AP and each
STA on average. In addition, the AP and the STAs enable a holding time during which they can
aggregate up to α data frames with the same destination address before attempting to transmit. This
holding time allows the creation of more opportunities for multiple data transmissions in each channel
access attempt.

The simulated operation of PSM using the holding time and α > 1 is described as follows. The AP
broadcasts a fixed-size beacon frame at each beacon interval, after waiting for the channel to be idle
during a Point Coordination Function Interframe Space (PIFS) period. All the STAs wake up to receive
the beacon frame and determine if there are buffered data frames for them at the AP. The beacon
frame includes buffer status information only for STAs that have α buffered data frames at the AP
or a buffered data frame with an expired holding time. When an STA has buffered data at the AP,
it transmits a PS-Poll frame to the AP and the AP replies with an ACK frame. The AP then delivers up
to α buffered data frames to an STA, in accordance with the order of received PS-Poll frames, as soon as
it gets access to the channel. In addition, an STA can wake up to transmit data only after the expiration
of the holding time or whenever there are α data frames ready to be transmitted.

The simulated time for each simulation experiment was set to 15 seconds and each simulation
experiment was repeated 10 times. The average values of the collected simulation data were employed
to compute the simulation results for each parameter set. In addition, confidence intervals of 95% were
calculated. Since the width of these confidence intervals is at most 2% of the mean values, they are
omitted in the figures for the sake of visualization.

5.2. System Parameters

The system parameters used to obtain the analytical and simulation results correspond to those
defined by the 802.11 Extended Rate PHY (ERP) specification with the Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. This PHY mode can be enabled in either an 802.11b/g interface
or an 802.11n/ac interface enabling a single antenna for communications. Such PHY mode provides
transmission rates and frame transmission times that allow us to clearly show the significant influence
of the awake and sleep transitions on the feasibility of the microsleep operation of TXOP PSM.

More specifically, the available transmission rates of this PHY mode are 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and
54 Mbps, with their respective Number of Data Bits Per OFDM Symbol (NDBPS) 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, 144,
192, and 216. While any of these transmission rates can be used to transmit RTS, PS-Poll (only in PSM),
and data frames, only the basic rates 6, 12, and 24 Mbps are allowed for the transmission of CTS
and ACK frames. The selection of 6, 12, or 24 Mbps for the CTS and ACK transmissions depends
on whether the RTS, PS-Poll, and data frames are sent at 6 or 9, 12 or 18, or 24, 36, 48, or 54 Mbps,
respectively. In addition, the beacon frames are broadcast at the lowest basic rate of 6 Mbps. The
specification of these basic rate selection rules is provided by the 802.11 Standard [6].

The time to transmit each frame type x using the ERP-OFDM PHY mode is computed as

Tx = Tpre + Tsig + Tsym

⌈
Lserv + 8Lx + Ltail

NDBPS

⌉
+ TsigEx, (19)
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where all the variables and their values are included in Table 1. More specifically, Lx denotes the
Medium Access Control (MAC) frame length. For a MAC data frame, this length comprises the frame
body or MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) along with a MAC header and a Frame Check Sequence
(FCS). For example, using an MSDU of 1500 bytes and RTS/data and CTS/ACK transmission rates
of 54 and 24 Mbps, respectively, the values of TRTS, TCTS, TDATA, and TACK are 30, 34, 254, and 34 µs,
respectively. It is worth noting that the propagation delay following a frame transmission (δ) was
neglected in the performance evaluation of the mechanisms.

Table 1. System Parameters.

Parameter Value

Slot time (σ) 9 µs
SIFS period (TSIFS) 10 µs
PIFS period (TPIFS) 19 µs
DIFS period (TDIFS) 28 µs
EIFS period (TEIFS) 88 µs

Beacon interval 100 ms
Minimum CW size (CWmin) 15
Maximum CW size (CWmax) 1023

Preamble time (Tpre) 16 µs
Signal time (Tsig) 4 µs

OFDM symbol period (Tsym) 4 µs
Signal extension period (TsigEx) 6 µs

Service bits (Lserv) 16 b
Tail bits (Ltail) 6 b

Length of a beacon (LB) 20 B
Length of RTS (LRTS) 20 B

Length of PS-Poll (LPS−Poll) 20 B
Length of CTS (LCTS) 14 B

Length of ACK (LACK) 14 B
Length of the MAC header (LMAChdr) 30 B

Length of FCS (LFCS) 4 B
Transition time from idle to sleep (Ti→sl) 250 µs
Transition time from sleep to idle (Tsl→i) 250 µs

Transmission power consumption (ρt) 1.65 W
Reception power consumption (ρr) 1.4 W

Idle power consumption (ρi) 1.15 W
Sleep power consumption (ρsl) 0.045 W

Idle to sleep transition power consumption (ρi→sl) 0.045 W
Sleep to idle transition power consumption (ρsl→i) 1.725 W

Holding time 100 ms

In addition, other variables presented in Table 1 are calculated as follows. The PIFS period is
obtained by [6] as TPIFS = TSIFS + σ and the DIFS period as TDIFS = TSIFS + 2σ. The EIFS period is
computed by [6] as TEIFS = TDIFS + TSIFS + TACK (6 Mbps). The holding time was set to 100 ms to run
simulations since this duration enables the highest performance for all the evaluated mechanisms
with α > 1. The values of power consumption in transmission, reception, idle, and sleep states
were obtained from [15–19]. The time and power consumption of the awake and sleep transitions
were considered according to the results presented in [15–19]: (i) Ti→sl is similar to Tsl→i, (ii) ρi→sl
is significantly lower than ρsl , and iii) ρsl→i is significantly higher than ρi. Consequently, as shown
in Figure 1 for the energy consumption of other STAs, it is assumed that: (i) Ti→sl is equal to Tsl→i
(the value was obtained from [15–19]), (ii) ρi→sl is equal to ρsl , and (iii) ρsl→i is modeled as γρi, where
γ is defined as the coefficient of power consumption during the transition from sleep to idle and γ > 1
(γ = 1.5 was used according to [15–19]).
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Unless otherwise specified, an infrastructure BSS consisting of an AP and 20 STAs, a 1500-byte
MSDU length, and PHY control and data transmission rates of 24 and 54 Mbps were considered to
derive the analytical and simulation results.

5.3. Results

All the figures shown in this section include solid lines referring to the analytical results and
markers related to the simulation results. It is also worth noting that the results of energy efficiency of
the evaluated mechanisms as a function of the traffic load, MSDU length, and PHY data transmission
rate were presented in [20].

(1) Impact of the Traffic Load

The network throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and α = 3
rounds of data transmissions as a function of the total offered traffic load are shown in Figure 2a and
Figure 2b, respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 2a, the throughput of the mechanisms linearly
increases as the traffic load increases. Each mechanism achieves a maximum stable value of the
throughput when the network is in saturation. The saturation throughput of the mechanisms using
α = 3 is higher than that achieved by the mechanisms when α = 1 is employed. The reason is that the
AP and the STAs can send up to three data frames in each channel access opportunity, hence enabling
the reduction of the overall channel access overhead. In addition, it can be seen that the throughput of
DCF and TXOP PSM is the same across all traffic loads whereas PSM attains lower throughput than
DCF and TXOP PSM under high traffic loads. This is because PSM, in contrast to TXOP PSM, modifies
the operation of the STAs to receive data frames from the AP in order to improve energy efficiency.
It is also worth noting that DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM with α = 3 produce a throughput improvement
of up to 32% when compared to those with α = 1.
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Figure 2. Network throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and α = 3
rounds of data transmissions as a function of the traffic load. (a) Throughput. (b) Energy efficiency.

In Figure 2b, results show the energy efficiency for each mechanism. More specifically, when DCF
is employed, the network energy efficiency has a similar shape to that of the throughput, and under
saturation conditions it increases up to 29% for DCF using α = 3 as compared to DCF with α = 1. This is
due to the fact that the energy consumption of the AP and the STAs does not increase significantly
with higher traffic loads, while the increase in the amount of transmitted data frames is significant.

As opposed to DCF, the energy efficiency of PSM is the highest under low traffic loads since the
STAs can sleep for a long period of time. The energy efficiency of PSM is significantly reduced under
high traffic loads, close to the energy efficiency value of DCF. This occurs because the majority of the
STAs remain awake most of the time to transmit and receive data. Note that the energy efficiency
of PSM with α = 3 is reduced more slowly than that of PSM with α = 1 as the traffic load increases.
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The reason is that the STAs do not wake up until there are at least three data frames to transmit or their
holding times expire. For this reason, the energy efficiency of PSM using α = 3, being always above
that of PSM using α = 1, increases a little and then decreases under low to medium traffic loads.

In such range of traffic loads and when α = 3 is employed, TXOP PSM attains higher energy
efficiency than DCF but lower energy efficiency than PSM, as shown in Figure 2b. However, under
high traffic loads, TXOP PSM improves the energy efficiency of both DCF and PSM by up to 110%.
This occurs because the AP and the STAs normally send two or three data frames together in a single
channel access attempt, hence enabling listening STAs to sleep and save energy. It is also worth
noting that TXOP PSM with α = 1 cannot improve the energy efficiency of DCF under high traffic
loads. The reason is that, considering the selected system parameters, no STA can sleep during the
transmission of a single data frame. This means that the duration of data transmissions are shorter
than the transition times of the STAs between awake and sleep states.

Figure 2a,b show that the analytical results corresponding to the saturation network throughput
and energy efficiency of all the evaluated mechanisms match the simulation results. In addition,
this observation can be made for the rest of the figures presented next.

(2) Impact of the MSDU Length

The saturation throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and
α = 3 as a function of the MSDU length ranging from 50 bytes to 2250 bytes are shown in Figure 3a
and Figure 3b, respectively. Since DCF and PSM show similar saturation performance, the saturation
throughput and energy efficiency of DCF and those of PSM are shown together with a single line and
marker for the sake of visualization. This is also used for TXOP PSM with α = 1 since TXOP PSM
performs the same as DCF, with the exception of the saturation energy efficiency of TXOP PSM when
α = 3 is employed. In what follows, the terms throughput and energy efficiency will be used to refer to
the saturation throughput and the saturation energy efficiency, respectively.
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Figure 3. Saturation throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and
α = 3 rounds of data transmissions as a function of the MSDU length. (a) Saturation throughput.
(b) Saturation energy efficiency.

As it can be seen in Figure 3a, the throughput of the evaluated mechanisms increases as the MSDU
length increases since each transmitted data frame includes more information. As in the throughput as
a function of the traffic load, DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM with α = 3 outperform these using α = 1 for
all the MSDU lengths. The throughput improvement ranges from 75% to 24% as the MSDU length
increases up to 2250 bytes. This reduction of the throughput improvement is caused by the fact
that the longer data frames are the more the data transmission time increases during channel access,
thus reducing the influence of the lower channel access overhead enabled by using α = 3. For this
reason, the increase in energy efficiency for DCF and PSM using α = 3 as compared to these with α = 1
also ranges from 72% to 22% as the MSDU length increases, as shown in Figure 3b .
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It can also be seen in Figure 3b that TXOP PSM with α = 1 improves the energy efficiency of DCF
and PSM for all the MSDU lengths. The reason is that the STAs are not able to microsleep during data
transmissions. In addition, TXOP PSM using α = 3 achieves energy efficiency increasing at the same
rate as that of DCF and PSM until the MSDU length is long enough to enable microsleep operation.
This refers to an MSDU length that provides a non-zero microsleep period (Tsl). For TXOP PSM using
α = 3, this requirement is fulfilled when the MSDU length is above 449 bytes. When the MSDU length
increases from such value to 2250 bytes, the energy efficiency of TXOP PSM using α = 3 is significantly
higher than that of DCF and PSM with an improvement ranging from 39% to 154%. This is due to
longer microsleep periods as the MSDU length increases, thus allowing the STAs to sleep for a longer
period and save more energy.

(3) Impact of the PHY Data Transmission Rate

Figure 4 shows the saturation energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms as a function of the
PHY data transmission rate and the number of STAs. More specifically, Figure 4a focuses on the PHY
data transmission rate ranging from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps. Results for the energy efficiency of DCF and
PSM are plotted together with a single line and marker. On the contrary, the energy efficiency of TXOP
PSM is shown with a different line and marker since its behavior is significantly different from those
of DCF and PSM. It is also worth noting that the results of the saturation throughput as a function
of the PHY data transmission rate are not shown due to their similarities to those presented for the
MSDU length. A throughput improvement ranging from 7% to 32% for DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM
using α = 3 as compared to these with α = 1 is achieved as the PHY data transmission rate increases
from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps.
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Figure 4. Saturation energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and α = 3 rounds of
data transmissions as a function of the PHY data transmission rate and the number of STAs. (a) PHY
data transmission rate. (b) Number of STAs.

Figure 4a shows that all the mechanisms attain higher energy efficiency with higher PHY data
transmission rates. This is due to the fact that the time to send a data frame becomes shorter,
hence resulting in higher efficiency of data transmission. In addition, it can be seen that DCF and PSM
using α = 3 achieve an increase in energy efficiency from 7% to 29% as compared to DCF and PSM
with α = 1 when the PHY data transmission rate increases from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps.

As it can be seen in Figure 4a, TXOP PSM with α = 1 significantly improves the energy efficiency
of DCF and PSM for PHY data transmission rates lower than 36 Mbps. The highest increase of 235% in
energy efficiency is achieved for the lowest PHY data transmission rate of 6 Mbps. Such increase in
energy efficiency decreases from 235% to 60% for higher PHY data transmission rates up to 24 Mbps.
The reason is that the transmission duration is shorter or longer depending on whether the PHY
data transmission rates increases or decreases, respectively. Shorter data transmission times decrease
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the time that the STAs can sleep whereas longer transmission times increase the microsleep period.
For higher PHY data transmission rates ranging from 36 Mbps to 54 Mbps, TXOP PSM with α = 1
performs as DCF and PSM. This occurs because these PHY data transmission rates do not produce
data transmission times enabling microsleep operation based on the awake and sleep transition times
of the STAs.

In addition, it can be seen in Figure 4a that TXOP PSM using α = 3 can allow the STAs to sleep for
all the PHY data transmission rates, achieving the highest energy efficiency value. The improvement
ranging from 424% to 110% for TXOP PSM when compared to DCF and PSM is obtained when the
PHY data transmission rate increases from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps.

(4) Impact of the Number of STAs

Figure 4b shows the saturation energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms with α = 1 and
α = 3 as a function of the number of STAs up to 100 STAs. The energy efficiency of DCF and PSM
as well as that of TXOP PSM with α = 1 are shown by a single line and marker. A different line and
marker are used to plot the energy efficiency of TXOP PSM with α = 3. In addition, in line with the
PHY data transmission rate, results for the saturation throughput as a function of the number of STAs
are omitted. DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM using α = 3 achieve a high stable throughput improvement
that ranges from 28% to 39% when compared to DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM with α = 1 as the number
of STAs increases up to 100 STAs.

As shown in Figure 4b, the energy efficiency of all the mechanisms decreases as the number of
STAs in the network increases. The reason is that more STAs consume energy for overhearing frames
sent to the AP or other STAs. More specifically, DCF and PSM with α = 3 attain an increase in energy
efficiency that ranges from 25% to 35% as compared to when they employ α = 1 with larger numbers
of STAs up to 100 STAs. This is due to the reduction of the overall channel access overheard enabled
by the use of α = 3.

In addition, it can be seen in Figure 4b that the energy efficiency of TXOP PSM using α = 1 is the
same as that of DCF and PSM. However, TXOP PSM with α = 3 achieves the highest energy efficiency
for numbers of STAs above 1 STA as compared to DCF and PSM. No improvement over DCF and PSM
is obtained when the network is composed of the AP and an STA, since this STA can never go to sleep.
For larger numbers of STAs from 2 STAs to 100 STAs, TXOP PSM provides a significant increase in
energy efficiency between 23% and 122%, since more STAs can sleep and consequently save energy.

(5) Impact of the Number of α-Rounds of Data Transmissions

The saturation throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms as a function of the
number of α-rounds of data transmissions from α = 1 to α = 10 are presented in Figure 5a and Figure 5b,
respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 5a, the throughput of the mechanisms increases as the value
of α increases, since more data frames can be sent in each channel access attempt. The maximum
throughput is achieved for α = 10, although the throughput increases slightly after α = 5. This occurs
because the contribution of the reduced channel access overhead to the total transmission time becomes
marginal as compared to that of the data transmission time. For this reason, the maximum throughput
improvement of DCF, PSM, and TXOP PSM between α = 1 and α = 10 is up to 48%. In addition,
an increase of up to 44% in energy efficiency for DCF and PSM between α = 1 and α = 10 can be seen
in Figure 5b.
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Figure 5. Saturation throughput and energy efficiency of the evaluated mechanisms as a function the
number of α-rounds of data transmissions. (a) Saturation throughput. (b) Saturation energy efficiency.

As it can also be seen in Figure 5b, the energy efficiency of TXOP PSM significantly increases
between α = 1 and α = 10 and as compared to DCF and PSM. The increase of TXOP PSM with α = 10
when compared to TXOP PSM using α = 1 is up to 483%. The energy efficiency of TXOP PSM can also
increase by up to 306% from α = 1 to α = 10 when compared to DCF and PSM. The reason for these
results is that, as more data frames can be sent in a single channel access attempt, the STAs can sleep
for a longer period and save more energy.

6. Conclusions

An analytical model to compute the throughput and energy efficiency of a burst transmission
mechanism using microsleep operation under network saturation was presented in this paper.
This mechanism represents a simple implementation of the IEEE 802.11ac TXOP PSM mechanism on
the top of the fundamental IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism using burst transmissions. When the TXOP
PSM-based mechanism is employed, a device can send a burst of α data frames to another device while
a third device can microsleep during the data exchange. Such device enabling microsleep operation
spends a given time and consumes power in the transitions to enter and exit a low-power sleep state.
The proposed model takes into account the influence of these transitions, since the requirements of
these transitions can compromise the feasibility of microsleep operation.

A comprehensive performance evaluation of the TXOP PSM-based mechanism, called TXOP
PSM for simplicity, was provided using the proposed model and computer-based simulations.
The performance of TXOP PSM was compared to those of DCF and PSM using burst transmissions as
a function of various system parameters. The results presented in this paper show a strong dependence
of TXOP PSM performance on the system parameters. More specifically, TXOP PSM using α = 3
improves the throughput of TXOP PSM with α = 1 (no burst transmission) by up to 75% in scenarios
with heavy traffic, small frames, high PHY rates, and many devices. When α = 3 is employed, TXOP
PSM also enables microsleep operation and increases the energy efficiency of DCF and PSM by up
to 424% in scenarios with heavy traffic, large frames, low PHY rates, and many devices. In addition,
the throughput and energy efficiency of TXOP PSM can increase up to 48% and 483%, respectively,
as the value of α increases from α = 1 to α = 10.

In future work, the authors plan to evaluate the performance of TXOP PSM using frame
aggregation and block acknowledgment in scenarios including different traffic classes and multiple
shared channels. Moreover, the authors aim at testing the mechanism in real-life environments by
using programmable wireless platforms.
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